User Manual
RGBCCT-MZ8-RF

Important: Read all instructions prior to installation.

MiLight LED RGB+Tunable White Remote
Included Parts
1 - Remote Control
1 - Wall Mount Kit
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Specifications
Radio Frequency
Battery Type
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RGBCCT-MZ8-RF
2.4 GHz
AAA x 2
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Safety and Notes
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• For indoor use only
• White color temperature can not be adjusted unless
White LED Selection mode is active.

Setup Instructions
Install two AAA batteries (not included) into wireless remote.
Note: Wireless remote operates using radio frequency and has
100 ft. (30 m) range.

Linking Remote Control to Light
Linking a Light
1. Make certain light is powered off.
2. Apply power. Within 3 seconds, press one of the eight Zone On
(|) buttons three times quickly until light begins flashing. Light
will flash 3 times if successfully linked to selected zone.
Activating and Controlling a Specific Zone
To activate a specific zone, press Zone On (|) button for desired
zone. Zone is now active and remote commands will only affect
lights linked to that zone.
Unlinking a Light
1. Make certain light is powered off.
2. Apply power. Within 3 seconds, press the associated Zone On
(|) button five times quickly until light begins flashing. Light will
flash 10 times if successfully unlinked.

FCC Statement
This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules.
Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1)
This device may not cause harmful interference, and
(2) This device must accept any interference received,
including interference that may cause undesired
operation. Any changes or modifications in construction
of this device which are not expressly approved by the
party responsible for compliance could void the user’s
authority to operate the equipment.

Control Features
1. Master On/Off
Acts as a master On (-)/Off (O) control for all linked RGBW and RGB+CCT lights.
Also activates the Master function, which allows remote to control lights of all
zones. If a zone is currently active, pressing Master On (-) button restores Master
function to the remote.
2. Color Selection Ring
Directly selects color along a circular spectrum. Press W button to changes
to a steady bright white.
3. Selection LED Indicator
Flashes once to indicate when a command has been selected.
4. Brightness Touch Slider - Increase/Decrease
Increases (right side) or decreases (left side) the brightness level. Changing active
mode resets brightness level to full.
5. Saturation/CCT Touch Slider - Increase/Decrease
Increases (right side) or decreases (left side) the color saturation level. When
controlling white, adjusts from cool white (right side) to warm white (left side).
6. Mode
Modes feature different color combinations, light transitions, and patterns. This
button initiates mode function and scrolls through modes in ascending order.
7. Mode Speed Increase/Decrease
Increases (S+ or +Speed) or decreases (S- or -Speed) speed of currently active
mode.
8. Zones 1–8 On (|)/Off (O)
Allows up to eight zones (channels) of RGBW and/or RCB+CCT lights to be
separately linked and controlled by remote. Pressing any Zone On(|) button
activates that zone. Commands will affect only lights in that zone. Once linked
to a zone, lights remain linked until they are unlinked.
9. White LED Selection
Switches to white LED operation.
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